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A world where
everyone has a
decent place to live

Habitat for Humanity Vietnam
Habitat for Humanity Vietnam (Habitat Vietnam) is a part of Habitat International

and began operations in 2001. Our key strategic objectives are: 1) Community housing development; 2) Disaster risk reduction and response
& Climate change adaptation; 3) Housing market development;
4) Government-people engagement; 5) Volunteer engagement; and 6) Public outreach and visibility.
We achieve these through innovative programs, partnerships and resources mobilization, namely construction
materials, volunteer labor and microfinance mechanisms. Besides construction, Habitat Vietnam
also works on capacity-building with training
sessions and awareness raising activities on
construction skills, household financial management, community-based disaster risk
management and water-sanitation-hygiene practices to many beneficiaries.
Since 2001, Habitat Vietnam has
served over 16,000 families through
construction activities and more than
138,000 individuals through awareness raising sessions. Habitat Vietnam's projects cover 9 provinces in
Vietnam such as Hoa Binh, Phu Tho,
Thai Binh, Thai Nguyen, Ha Tinh,
Quang Nam, Long An, Tien Giang
and Dong Thap provinces.
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Special builds & Big Build
Step to Peace
70 volunteers in serving
20 family members

Vietnam Big Build

230 volunteers in serving
84 family members

Grant Thornton
147 volunteers in serving
52 family members

every
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,

Sharing experiences

“It’s been great experience. I did not
know what to expect when we got here.
That the coordination from Habitat for
Humanity, the work of our team, Boral
and Mirvac has been simply incredible and more importantly, the context
of what it means to the family of four
and the community here with a house
that they can grow in concrete steps is
incredible”.
Wayne Manners,
Volunteer from Australia

“When coming to build houses in Vietnam, I can sense the huge difference
between a substandard house and a
decent house with sturdy walls and
how having access to a decent home
could make a difference to a whole
family. I hope that the homeowners
David Hudak, and their families will have a better life
Volunteer from the after moving into the new houses.”.
Kim Dae Sik,
United States of America.
Volunteer from Korea

"The Vietnam Big Build is an extremely
worthwhile thing to do, and it's very satisfying and gratifying to see the work we
have done--the work of building day by day
an actual house for the people we're working with. Very gratifying!"

Sharing experiences

“When we got to meet the family, constructing the house alongside them is
like a huge bonding way to understand
the family better, in a way I am able to
step in their shoes, view their perspective of life and see more clearly their impoverished conditions. I can learn something from them and develop myself to
grow more to be a better person”.
Long Phan,
Volunteer from Vietnam

“My favorite part of the experience is
just sharing the day with the family, really. Workers are actually related to the
family, so it’s just nice to be around them
and build this with them. I think that’s
the best part really”.
Mathieu Landry
Volunteer from New Zealand.

“The build is a fun project and I
enjoyed visiting the community and
joining the build as I like getting outside, engaging in physical work and
the best thing of joining the build is
that I could give back to the community”
Tatum Kashap,
Volunteer from the United Kingdom.

The joy of
building for
a family

“In Tien’s mind,
she does not know
how to pronounce
Grant Thornton
correctly; however,
she cherishes every
good memory she
has with the volunteers from “Go-Te”
(*the way she pronounced GT in Vietnamese).”

When first encountered the new house built
by her own hands and the volunteers, she
found a sheer bliss. The new house has heralded a new page of life with the likelihood
of stability. “I work endlessly without thinking
that we would have a nice house like this. The
only thing I could think of is how to make ends
meet for daily living,” shares Tien, 33. With the
mason’s monthly income of around 3 million
VND (127 USD), a house at that time was beyond her reach. Now her income rises up to
4,5 million VND (191 USD) per month.

For her, it was the period worth reminiscing. And now, new settlement still awaits her.
Thanks to the new house, she feels less worried a bit as it is a disaster-resilient house.
This nicely-painted one is covered with concrete walls, new iron sheets roof sustained
by steel-made frames. There also has a solid
attic, which can protect the family from heavy
storms and floods happening frequently as
this is a disaster-prone area. “Owning a house
like this means significantly to us. I am no longer scare of anything else because now my
children Toan, 11, and Y, 3, can stay indoors
In her memory, an owned house she has been and feel warm. I used to feel deplored seeing
living for years was dilapidated of improper mother and kids being cold because of big
roof and floor. The house covering around wind and torrential rain,” tells Tien.
20m2 consisted of rotted materials while the
floor was soiled. The substandard roof with At the moment, they have not yet installed the
holes allowed for raindrops to enter causing learning corners for her children but roomy
high humidity and a favorable environment for space comforts her a lot. Her mother Ngung
mosquitoes. Tien recounts that the highest (65) can also have a relaxing place to rest and
peak of the rainy season could be daunting prevent from the chronic bronchitis resulted in
for finding any better places to sleep, espe- the inclement weather and the previous living
cially when the flood submerged up to 1m tall. conditions. Tien is currently the only breadThat is why hardly does Tien think those kind winner of the family and thus, she is still copof difficulties happened a year earlier, before ing with financial difficulties. However, having
Grant Thornton team volunteered to build the a sturdy house weighs down her burdens a
lot. After a hard-working day, she can come
new house for her family.
back home and see her children smile happily
According to Tien, she is impressed by the in a spacious, clean house. Her family is all her
proactive acts and fast-moving integration life, she shares. Watching her children grow
from the volunteers. Thanks to Habitat’s en- and playing with them is the only thing she has
gagement, she could communicate with the ever wanted to see on the daily basis no matteam and become close to them even though ter what a tiring and doomed day is.
their stay in the build did not last longer than 4
days. “I wandered around with them very fre- “At the moment, we feel nothing completely
quently. I knew some construction techniques satisfied but this beautiful house. We are still
so I could work with them. We were a close- struggling with the unstable livelihood. We
knit team,” says Tien. “When they began to are using our own usable water and sanitadepart, I also began to cry. Seeing them work tion facility detached from the house, but we
harmoniously and willing to live under our liv- are planning to have the indoors bathroom in
the future. The house is what we need but if
ing conditions makes me feel emotional”.

with a bathroom, it would perfectly reflect a house I dreamt
about,” she says.
Before we close the conversation with her, she wants to
message endless thanks to the volunteers who visit Vietnam and build her wonderful house. She still keeps many
souvenirs given by some members of the team and the
group photo, framed and hanged nearby the stairs.
“I feel extremely thankful and grateful to have a cozy shelter
like this. Thank you so much for such a wonderful dedication,” Tien smiles.

A purpose
-driven trip: 9
years after

It has been nine years
long since the day
Alanna and her team
were on a trip with
community-contributing activities in My
Tho City, Tien Giang
District.

Up till now, profound changes have taken place in the area which used to be
full of mud and sand on the earthy track leading to the house. Walking across
the street and the spacious alley at present, we both had eyes wide open to
see the town was so placid yet filled with semi-detached houses and cemented pathways.
“It’s so different when we were here 9 years ago. When our school team
arrived, there were just a few houses in the area. Now it’s filled with a whole
populated community with wholesome atmosphere,” shares Alanna. On the
trip back to Vietnam this time, she accompanied with her younger sister Megan and determined to have three-day stay in My Tho province. Simultaneously, it was favorable for her to take the time visiting the house she and her colleagues contributed to constructing in 2010. According to Alanna, this return
in 2019 was meant to be an opportunity to discover more of Vietnam in which
she did not have time travelling during the build, and find the neighborhood and
the house that welcomed her team.
The house is still situated on the same land without any expansion or
certain changes in the structure. The only profound changes are the community and concrete facilities around the house. Their livelihood is better than
it used to be as well. After all these years, Hoa, 65, is now still residing in the
36m2 house with her two sons and an aged dog. She finds it comfortably satisfactory and has not intended to move out because the house has kept lots
of good memories of her family, especially the time spending with her husband
during his presence. Dzung, her husband, passed away in 2016 at the age of
70 due to gastritis and heavy stroke sequela. During the time Dzung was sick,
Hoa was doing her job as a lottery seller and often looked after him. When
her husband was disabled due to the illness, she decided to stay at home,
cooked and did household chores for her husband and sons. Now he is gone,
but Hoa takes the responsibility to take care of traditional incense rituals and
worship for her husband. She does not currently live alone. Her two sons Loi,
38, and Sinh, 34, are still staying with her while working to make ends meet.
Meanwhile, she has her oldest son living far away from her hometown with her
grandchildren. Loi is a baker and Sinh works in a fishing company.
“Now our house is cleaner. A couple of years ago, our home is housed
near the muddy grassland. It was super earthy and filthy”, says Hoa.
Alanna and Habitat Vietnam team arrived at the house in the middle of
the afternoon after one and a half hour ride from Ho Chi Minh City. “Xin chao

ba”, she saluted and gave Hoa a bow when encountered her
in the house. In return, Hoa smiled amiably and joyously. We
began the conversation with the greetings about her health
and daily lives and later, go deeper about the family’s living
conditions. Some jokes were inevitable because everyone
was open to share their stories and common fun.
“Vietnam is my first destination I went with a team
without my mom nor my family and somehow, it was one
of the most memorable trip I have ever had in my life,” says
Alanna. “Also, partly because I had some little Vietnamese
companions accompanying during the build. They were in
my team and we often played on the grassland”.
Upon this return, she could have had a chance to
reunite with her old friends, the kids in town. Unfortunately, time flies and things change. Most of her friends have
moved out. “I remember the girl named Yen Linh,” Alanna
described and showed the photograph to us. “We were very
close. She used to play in the mud. The land was filled with
dirt. I don’t know why we were so close and she often played
with me on the grassland”.
Hoa showed her gratitude and exclamation to Alanna when had learnt about her full story to be back to Vietnam with the helping hands 9 years ago. “Your mother could
have cried a lot when she allowed you to travel away,” she
thought. “She would have worried about your safety, but
anyway, overseas expedition are worthy because you will
learn a lot from it”.
We both lingered inside the house for a while and
listened to Hoa describe the picture of the volunteers who
joined the build in 2010 before the farewell with shared
smiles and warms regards.
In 2010, Habitat for Humanity Vietnam organized a
build trip for volunteers from District School Board of Niagara’s International in My Tho City, Tien Giang Province. The
build date was from July 3rd-10th.

Note (from left to right, top to bottom):
- Above: Alanna and the kids
- Middle: Alanna and Yen Linh
- Top on the right: Her team
- The middle on the right: Alanna and her
sister, Megan
- The bottom on the right: The town
where Hoa’s family lives nowsadays.

“Vietnam is my first destination I went with a team
without my mom nor my family and somehow, it
was one of the most memorable trip I have ever
had in my life” - shares Alanna.
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